Super Girls

The current group of Super Girls is nearing the end of the curriculum and is preparing for the graduation banquet. The girls are practicing songs and preparing demonstrations of the lessons they’ve learned over the past several months. The Education Consultant will be traveling back to Amman (at no cost to CRP) to attend the banquet at the end of March.

ICDL Technical Training

The first two groups of ICDL students are nearing the completion of their 6-month term, and we are working with the local certification board to arrange the administration of testing. The instructor will give the students a test at the end of March, and those who score the highest will have their ICDL exam fees paid for by CRP.

A new trainer specifically for the Super Girls has been recruited and will start leading computer courses for the girls in March under observation/evaluation before being brought on permanently.

Hair and Beauty Training

In February the participants finished learning hairstyling techniques and moved on to learning how to do manicures and pedicures. The students continue to be extremely enthusiastic, and many of our female staff and volunteers have been recruited as clients in the Hair and Beauty class.

Women’s Empowerment Training

The second set of Empowerment 101 courses are wrapping up at the end of March, and we are beginning to recruit the next group of participants for the third set of trainings. The Gender Based Violence Prevention course for men will be focused on teen boys for the first time, and our staff is in the process of adapting the existing curriculum for teens.